1. CV (separate document from the below). Make sure to update lists of publications, patents, invited talks, etc. with associated dates (at least year).

2. The following documents, which should be provided in ONE single document with separate sections denoted as below (a-e):
   a. H-index, cumulative citation count, 2014 approximate citation count (e.g., subtract current cumulative citation count from last year’s).
   b. Courses taught (including enrollments and number of course credits) and summary teaching evaluation scores (i.e., mean scores for “Overall Course Rating” and “Overall Instructor Rating” and the mean scores for SEAS courses at the same level).
   c. Number of research staff supervised, Ph.D. students advised, Ph.D. students graduated, Masters students advised, Masters students graduated, Undergraduate theses advised, and Undergraduate students advised.
   d. New and ongoing grants (including research expenditures, which will be provided to you), salary months supported, and proposals submitted.
   e. Consulting: Report on the number of days of paid consulting while on salary (including overloads paid through the School of Continuing and Professional Studies or other units of the University) and for whom the consulting was done.